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Comments for Public Posting: I am opposed to removing Pierce College from Council District 3.
This appears to be a political real estate grab and serves no
purpose, other than to reduce the effectiveness of interactions
between the College and all neighbors directly adjacent to the
south of the campus. As a reminder, Pierce College does not have
any residents on their site and the college is used by Taft High
School (in CD3) as the location for their cross country track
activities. The Orange Line is a better dividing line as it will keep
the community intact. Also, I live on Aetna Street in Woodland
Hills and the suggestion of splitting the north side of Aetna Street
and Exhibit Place from the south side of these small streets, to be
moved out of CD3 and linked separately with the Pierce College
redistricting move, will disrupt our neighborhood in how we
interact with our city representative. We need to keep Pierce
College and the entire Carlton Terrace neighborhood intact.
Therefore, it is imperative that our entire area in Woodland Hills
needs to be served within the same City District. It is unacceptable
to suggest this reallocation and split of Council District for my
community. This MUST be removed from your consideration.
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I have lived on Aetna St in Woodland Hills for more than 30 years
and completely oppose this redistricting plan. It is a far better idea
to redraw north of MTA line near Victory. The idea that you are
going to divide Aetna St in half isolates and divides our
Neighborhood. Please reconsider what your taxpayers don’t want
to do. Thank you.

